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Patch Notes 
This document describes updates to features patched to Dapresy Pro May 2020. 
 
If you want to know more about patches, please contact Dapresy Global Support at: 
support@dapresy.com and they will be able to assist you.  
 
 
Best Regards, 
Dapresy Team 2020 
 

Email: support@dapresy.com 
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1. Patch May 2020 
The chapter below describes changes and updates done to existing features that were made during our 

May 2020 patch. Different Dapresy Pro installs were updated on different dates. 

1.1 StoryTeller 

Link to slides would not work when link and target slide are in the same report 

If the icon shape was set to have a link to a slide and this slide was in the same report the link would not 

work. This has been fixed. 

Hover settings for text boxes not working  

Adding a hover event to a text box, e.g. change text color when the mouse pointer was over the text 

box, was not working correctly. This has been fixed. 

Sort chart on table and vice versa 

In the Storyteller a chart can be sorted by another chart or another table and vice versa. This logic was 

previously not clear as the label in the sorting interface was “Other chart”, the label has now been 

updated to “Other chart/table” 

1.2 Input Variables 

Calculations for days failing  

There was an issue with updating dependent input variables using a number of days added in some 

circumstances, specifically the first time the date value was populated. 

1.3 Compute Variables 

Issues with calculations with encoded characters in definitions 

When a question text included a character like < > & which must be encoded when displayed in a 

browser, the compute variable definition was not working correctly, this has been resolved. All 

characters can be used. 

1.4 Data Import Setup 

Stored Password in External Data Services and Scheduled tasksData Export 

Previously the password and other secure credential boxes were populated from the stored credentials. 

This has been changed so that the stored credentials are never displayed, now there is only the 

possibility to over write the stored values. 

Here we see the password text box has been replaced with a button: 



 

 

 

1.5 Data Export  

Export settings incorrect when admin switches between projects 

There was an issue with settings being saved incorrectly in the users session not neing cleared, this 

meant switching between projects could cause issues with loading the variables selected for export. This 

would be seen as an error opening the data export screen. 

1.6 Admin screens 

Projects access rights working incorrectly 

In some rare circumstances an admin user would not be able to see a project they should have access 

to. There was an issue with setting the access rights correctly for all administrator users which is fixed. 

 


